Bernie Sanders's

**MEDICARE-FOR-ALL ACT**

- Covers All Residents, From Cradle to Grave
- Patient Choice of Providers
  - Primary
  - Preventive
  - Dental & Vision
  - Hospital
  - Mental
  - Reproductive & Maternity
  - Prescription Drugs

**SUCCESS!**

95% of families would pay **less** for healthcare than they do now.

**TRANSITION TIMELINE**

**YEAR 1**
- All under 18 are covered by Improved Medicare
  - Dental, vision, & hearing aids are added to Medicare benefits
  - Part A, B, & D deductibles are eliminated
  - Cost-sharing significantly decreased

**YEAR 4**
- Public Option is created as an interim measure; everyone is eligible to buy in
- Every resident is covered by Improved Medicare!

**SAVINGS**
- Gets rid of for-profit middlemen and administrative waste
- Negotiated drug prices
- No more healthcare $ eaten by CEO pay or lobbying for industry
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